Modular Outdoor Cat Enclosures Maker Cats on Deck Marks Record Growth
of Custom Design Division
Cats on Deck, a Florida-based manufacturer of unique modular lifestyle enrichment cat enclosures is
enjoying record growth in its Custom Design department. Through the department, the company works
directly with customers who want a unique outdoor or indoor cat enclosure to suit their cat’s unique
requirements, or to fit any space -- including decks, patios, porches, veranda’s, backyards and other
spaces where traditional box shaped cages cannot fit.
Cats on Deck, a leading developer and manufacturer of legendary “lifestyle enrichment outdoor cat
enclosures” announced today that its Custom Design department has experienced significant growth over
the last two years.
“We currently showcase 12 popular models of all shapes and sizes on our web site, and sales are
excellent,” stated Jim Montgomery, the company’s Chief Operations Officer. “Lately, more and more
customers are asking for something special, and I think it’s because they recognize that the unique nature
of our panel and clamp technique presents practically unlimited possibilities regarding cat enclosure size
and configuration, either indoors or outdoors, and in many cases, both!”
Cats on Deck’s innovative outdoor cat enclosures are made of steel wire mesh embedded into a sturdy
plastic frame creating panels, which quickly snap together to provide cats -- and in many cases, small dogs
– with a safe outdoor environment offering pet owners essential peace of mind that their furry companions
face no risk of getting lost, wandering into traffic, or being attacked by a dog or wild animals. Additionally,
customers who need to move can easily disassemble and re-assemble their modular cat enclosures.
Through its increasingly-popular Custom Design department, Cats on Deck works directly with customers
who want a unique outdoor or indoor cat enclosure to suit their cat’s unique requirements, or to fit any
space -- including decks, patios, porches, veranda’s, backyards and other spaces where traditional box
shaped cages cannot fit.
“To the best of my knowledge, we’re the only company that has the capacity to provide customers with
custom design services,” added Montgomery. “We ask customers who wish to create something special to
provide us with preferred enclosure dimensions, and an idea as to configuration and any of our numerous
accessories. We then create a design and send them a 3D CAD drawing. In many instances, they’ll send
us photos of the area they plan to place the enclosure, and we’ll superimpose the CAD onto the photo so
they can see exactly how nice it will look on their lawn, deck or patio. Customers love the fact that they
have a hand in creating their desired cat enclosure system.”
Those interested in learning more about Cats on Deck’s Custom Design services, or who have any
questions, can visit www.catsondeck.com/custom/ or call toll-free 888.919.CATS (2287).
About Cats on Deck
Since in 2008, Cats on Deck has been manufacturing and marketing their unique modular, easy-toassemble cat enclosure systems that are specifically designed to create a safe, enriching outdoor
experience for cats and small dogs. The company’s cat enclosures are manufactured in the USA, and
trusted by cat owners, animal shelters, breeders and pet rescue organizations. Learn more at
catsondeck.com.

